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Abstract
This paper documents the extent of copying and estimates the returns to originality in
online news production. We build a unique dataset combining all the online content pro-
duced by French news media (newspaper, television, radio, pure online media, and a news
agency) during the year 2013 with new micro audience data. We develop a topic detec-
tion algorithm that identifies each news event, we trace the timeline of each story and
study news propagation. We unravel new evidence on online news production. First, we
show that one quarter of the news stories are reproduced online in less than 4 minutes.
Second, we find that only 32.6% of the online content is original. Third, we show that
reputation effects partly counterbalance the negative impact of plagiarism on newsgather-
ing incentives. By using media-level daily audience and article-level social media statistics
(Facebook and Twitter shares), we find that original content represents between 54 and
62% of online news consumption. Reputation mechanisms actually appear to solve about
30 to 40% of the copyright violation problem.
Keywords: Internet, Information spreading, Copyright, Investigative journalism, social
media, Facebook, Twitter, Reputation
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1 Introduction
While online media have dramatically increased access to information, the impact of the
Internet on news coverage has spurred concerns regarding the quality of news that citizens have
access to. The switch to digital media has indeed affected the news production technology.
The production of information is characterized by large fixed costs and increasing returns to
scale (Cage´, 2017). Historically, newspapers have been willing to bear such a fixed cost in
order to reap a profit from the original news content they provided (Schudson, 1981; Gentzkow
and Shapiro, 2008). But in today’s online world, utilizing other people’s work has become
instantaneous.1 This makes it extremely difficult for news content providers to distinguish,
protect and reap the benefits of the news stories they produce.2
This paper documents the extent of copying online and estimates the returns to originality
in online news production. Despite the intrinsic policy significance of the news industry and
the growing importance of online news consumption, there is very little empirical evidence,
particularly at the micro level, on the production of online information. In this paper, we
attempt to open up this black box by using new micro data and relying on a machine-learning
approach. We examine the main French news media – including newspapers, television chan-
nels, radio stations, pure online media and the French news agency Agence France Presse
(AFP) – and track every piece of content these outlets produced online in 2013. Our dataset
contains 2.5 million documents. To the extent of our knowledge, it is the very first time
that such a transmedia approach has been adopted, covering the integrality of the content
produced by media online, whatever their oﬄine format.3
Using the content produced by news media, we perform a topic detection algorithm to
construct the set of news stories. Each document is placed within the most appropriate
cluster, i.e. the one that discusses the same event-based story. We obtain a total number of
25,000 stories. We then study the timeline of each story. In particular, for each story, we
determine first the media outlet that breaks out the story, and then analyze the propagation
of the story, second-by-second. We investigate the speed of news dissemination and the length
1While print editions have simultaneous daily updates, online editions can be updated anytime. Moreover,
not only do we observe an increase in the ease to “steal content” from competitors, but also an increase in the
ease to “steal consumers”. Increased consumer switching is indeed an essential distinguishing feature of online
news consumption (Athey et al., 2013).
2According to Hamilton (2004), in the internet era, “competitors’ ability to confirm and appropriate a story
once an idea is circulated reduces the incentives for journalists to spread large amounts of time on original,
investigative reporting.”
3As we will see, on the Internet, there is a tendency of different media to converge, and it becomes in-
creasingly difficult to classify a media outlet as belonging purely to one of the traditional media formats. The
general structure of our dataset is illustrated by the online Appendix Figure F.1, where we plot the total
original content and number of journalists for each media outlet. One can see the general positive relationship
between these two variables, and the special role played by the AFP. In a companion paper (Cage´ et al., 2017),
we further investigate the structure of the production function for online news. In the present paper, we leave
aside the input side and focus upon the pattern of copying between media outlets.
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of the stories, depending on the topic and other story characteristics.
Covering a news story does not necessarily imply providing original reporting on this story.
We study how much each media outlet contributes to a story. More precisely, we develop a
plagiarism detection algorithm to quantify the originality of each article compared to all the
articles previously published within the event. The algorithm tracks small portions of text
(verbatim) that are identical between documents. Because some stories are not the product
of original reporting – e.g. in the case of a government press release giving rise to a number of
articles, the first outlet covering the story cannot be considered as a news breaker providing
exclusive news – we also code manually all the news stories in our sample and isolate the
stories that are the result of a piece of original reporting.
Furthermore, we investigate the extent to which verbatim copying comes with acknowledg-
ments. To do so, we develop a media reference detection algorithm to compute the number of
citations received by each media outlet. A citation here is a reference to a news organization
as the source of the story (e.g. “as revealed by The New York Times”). We study citation
patterns at the event level.
Finally, in order to estimate the returns to originality in online news production, we collect
audience data that we merge with the content data. For each website, we compute daily-level
information on the number of unique visitors and the total number of page views and, for each
article, we compute the number of times it has been shared on Facebook and on Twitter. We
use this social media information to construct an audience measure at the article level and to
investigate whether more original articles get relatively more views (regression analysis using
event, date and media fixed effects).
We show that on average news is delivered to readers of different media outlets 172 minutes
after having been published first on the website of the news breaker, but in less than 4 minutes
(224 seconds) in 25% of the cases. The reaction time is the shortest when the news breaker
is the news agency, and the longest when it is a pure online media, most likely because of the
need for verification.
High reactivity comes with verbatim copying. We find that only 32.6% of the online
content is original. In effect, every time an original piece of content is published on the
Internet, it is actually published three times: once by the original producer, and twice by
media outlets who simply copy-and-paste this original content. Obviously in practice, we
often observe large numbers of media outlets copying part of the content of an original article:
we show that more than 73% of the documents classified in events present at least some
external copy4 and that on average, conditional on being copied, 21% of the content of a
document is copied. But in terms of numbers of original characters copied, this is equivalent
4Verbatim copying can be either internal, if a media outlet copies-and-pastes content from documents it
has itself previously published, or external if it reproduces content written by a competitor.
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to a situation where each piece of original content is published three times.5 Moreover,
despite the substantiality of copying, media outlets hardly name the sources they copy: once
we exclude copy from the news agency, we show that only 3.5% of the documents mention
competing news organization they copy as the source of the information.
This new evidence sets the stage to investigate the implications of extensive copying. In
particular, the scale of copying online might negatively affect media outlets’ newsgathering
incentives. In case online audience was distributed randomly across the different websites and
regardless of the originality of the articles, our results would imply that the original news
producer captures only 33% of the audience and of the economic returns to original news
production (which as a first approximation can be assumed to be proportional to audience,
e.g. via online advertising revenues). However, we show that reputation mechanisms and the
behavior of Internet viewers allow to mitigate a significant part of this copyright violation
problem.6
First, using article-level variations (with event, date and media fixed effects), we show
that a 50 percentage point increase in the originality rate of an article leads to a 39% increase
in the number of times it is shared on Facebook. If we rather consider the number of times
the article is shared on Twitter, we find that a thousand increase in the number of original
characters leads to a 11% increase in the number of Tweets.
Second, we combine media-level daily audience data and article-level social media statistics
(number of Facebook and of Twitter shares) to obtain an audience measure (number of views)
at the article level. We first assume a simple linear relationship between the number of shares
on social media and the number of article views. We then use a unique data set on the number
of views and Faceboo shares at the article level from Le Monde (covering the period April to
August 2017) to characterize the joint distribution of the number of Facebook shares and the
number of visitors. We use these different estimates to obtain a lower and an upper bound
of the number of times each article is viewed. Depending on the specification we use, we
find that the original content represents between 54 and 62% of online news consumption,
i.e. much more than its relative production. Reputation mechanisms actually appear to solve
about 30 to 40% of the copyright violation problem.
5Furthermore, given the limitations of our plagiarism detection algorithm which captures only exact verba-
tim copying but not rewording, this should be taken as a lower bound.
6Through a small misuse of language and for the sake of simplicity, we call here “copyright violation”
the external verbatim copying we capture in the data. In a previous version of this article, we documented
the extent to which verbatim copying falls outside the bounds of copyright law. Online Appendix Section A
provides a quick overview of copyright laws in the context of information production by news media. National
copyright laws act within the framework imposed by international agreements (Ginsburg, 2016). They rely on
two main principles. First, copyright excludes ideas; it protects only the form of expression in which the ideas
are communicated. The form of expression is what we capture in this paper by identifying and quantifying
verbatim copying. Second, to violate the exclusive right of reproduction, copying should be “substantial”. In
this article, we quantify substantiality quantitatively, both from the point of view of the copying and of the
copied media outlet.
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Our results are robust to the use of different functional forms, as well as different thresholds
(e.g. regarding the minimum amount of articles to define an event) for the algorithms we
implement to detect media events.
Of course, greater intellectual property protection could also play a role in solving the
copyright violation problem and raising the incentives for original news production, and we
certainly do not mean to downplay the extent of this problem. However, our results suggest
that in order to effectively address this issue, it is important to study reputation effects and
how viewers react to the newsgathering investment strategies of media outlets.
Related literature Using micro data, Gentzkow (2007) estimates the relationship between
the print and online newspapers in demand.7 Our paper is complementary to his. We inves-
tigate the production of original content and document the benefits of original information
production. Franceschelli (2011) has been the first to assess empirically the impact of the
Internet on news coverage.8 Using a dataset that includes every article published by the
two main Argentinean newspapers, he reconstructs the typical timeline of a news story in
the online world.9 Compared to this previous work, our contribution is threefold. First, we
construct the set of news stories and study their timeline using the entire universe of French
news media online, rather than two newspapers. To the extent of our knowledge, we are the
first to study simultaneously the content produced by all the news media, independently of
their oﬄine format. Moreover, we identify the stories that result from original reporting by
a news organization. Second, while Franceschelli (2011) relies restrictively on the mention of
proper nouns to identify the news stories, we develop and run a state-of-the-art algorithm
relying on word frequency without any restriction. Third and most importantly, we quantify
the importance of plagiarism online and combine this new evidence from the production side
with article-level information on news consumption using social media data. This allows us
to estimate the returns to originality in online news production.
Our results also complement a growing empirical literature on copyright (MacGarvie and
Moser, 2014; Biasi and Moser, 2015; Giorcelli and Moser, 2015; Li et al., 2015). Most of the
literature on copyright online has centered on digitization and piracy within the music industry
(Rob and Waldfogel, 2006; OberholzerGee and Strumpf, 2007; Waldfogel, 2012, 2015).10 To
the exception of Chiou and Tucker (2015), there is little evidence on copying and intellectual
property regarding online news media. We contribute to this literature by providing new
7On the effect of the Internet on the demand for traditional media, see also George (2008).
8Salami and Seamans (2014) also study the effect of the Internet on newspaper content, and in particular
newspaper readability. But they examine the production of content oﬄine, not online.
9Boczkowski (2010) has conducted an ethnographic study of editorial work at these two Argentinean news-
papers.
10Recent work has also investigated the effect of digitization projects like Google Books (Reimers, 2015;
Nagaraj, 2016). For an assessment of the impact of copyright laws on the magazine industry in America
during the 18th and 19th centuries, see Haveman and Kluttz (2014) and Haveman (2015).
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empirical evidence on the extent of copying online and estimating the returns to originality.
Our paper is a unique attempt at understanding who is producing news, the character of what
is produced and the propagation of information in the online world.11
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 below, we describe the media
universe and the content data we use in this paper, and review the algorithms we develop to
study the production and propagation of information online. Section 3 provides new evidence
on the speed of news dissemination and the importance of copying online, and quantifies
verbatim copying without acknowledgement. In Section 4, we use article-level variations to
investigate the relationship between originality and online audience and estimate the returns
to originality in online news production. Section 5 performs a number of robustness checks.
Finally, Section 6 concludes.
2 Data and algorithms
2.1 Media universe
Our dataset covers 86 general information media outlets in France: 1 news agency; 59 news-
papers (35 local daily, 7 national daily, 12 national weekly, 2 national monthly, and 3 free
newspapers); 10 pure online media (i.e. online-only media outlets); 9 television channels; and
7 radio stations. The news agency is the Agence France Presse (AFP), the third largest news
agency in the world (after the Associated Press and Reuters). The list of the media outlets
included in our dataset is provided in the online Appendix Section B.1.
These media outlets are by far the main French news media both during our period of
interest (2013) and still today. In October 2017, the first ten general information websites
– that are all part of our dataset12 – have received around 630, 000 visits, i.e. nearly four
times more visits than the following ten websites that are also all part of our sample, except
for one.13 Only missing here are those local daily newspapers that had no websites at the
time, and some very small digital news media that could not be considered as important
information providers in 2013.14
11Sen and Yildirim (2015) investigate how popularity of online news stories affect editors’ decisions. Athey
et al. (2013) provide a model of advertising markets for news media.
12In decreasing order of importance: Le Figaro, Le Monde, BFM TV, 20 Minutes, France Te´le´vision, Le
Parisien – Aujourd’hui en France, Ouest France, the Huffington Post, Le Nouvel Observateur, and L’Express.
13In descending order: LCI, Le Point, Les Echos, Europe 1, Le Dauphine´ Libe´re´, Libe´ration, Sud Ouest, La
De´peˆche du Midi, La Voix du Nord, and RFI. The local daily newspaper La Voix du Nord – and its 13, 000
visits per month in 2017, i.e. one tenth of the total number of visits received by Le Figaro – is the only top-20
general information news website missing from our sample.
14Also not included in our analysis is Wikipedia. While Wikipedia is the largest encyclopedia on the web, and
an important source of news on ongoing events, it relies entirely on free contributions (see e.g. Greenstein and
Zhu, 2012; Greenstein et al., 2016; Algan et al., 2016). Our interest in this paper is rather on traditional media
and on their incentives to invest in original news production. Note moreover that contributors on Wikipedia
have to source the information they provide, and often use traditional media as a source.
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We choose this “transmedia” approach because, on the Internet, there is a tendency for
different media to converge (see e.g. Peitz and Reisinger, 2016). Users interested in news tend
to balance and compare multiple sources, regardless of the oﬄine format of the media. One
cannot infer the oﬄine format of a media by visiting a website, as illustrated in the online
Appendix Figure F.2. On the web, media all offer texts, videos and photos. We include the
AFP even though it does not deliver news straight to individual consumers15 because it is a
key provider of original information in the online world. We think it is essential to consider
news agencies when investigating newsgathering and copying online. To the extent of our
knowledge, we are the very first to perform such an inclusive empirical analysis of original
news production.16
Using their RSS feeds, we track every piece of content news media produced online in
2013. This content data is from the OTMedia research projet conducted by the INA (Institut
National de l’Audiovisuel – National Audiovisual Institute, a repository of all French radio
and television audiovisual archives). For the media outlets whose RSS feeds were not tracked
by the INA, we complete the OTMedia data by scrapping the Sitemaps of their website.
Finally, we get all the AFP dispatches directly from the agency. Merging these datasets, we
obtain the universe of all the articles published online by French news media in 2013. These
articles contain text and often photos, as well as videos. Our focus here is on text.17
Our dataset contains 2, 493, 360 documents for the year 2013; around 6, 800 documents on
average per day. Figure 1 plots this number on a daily basis. On average, more documents
are published during the week, and we observe a drop in this number during the weekends.18
72.6% of the documents are from the websites of the print media; 4.6% from radio; 6.5% from
television; 13.1% from the AFP and the remaining documents from the pure online media
(online Appendix Figure F.3a). On average, these documents are 2, 062 characters long.19
Table E.1 in the online Appendix provides summary statistics for the entire sample, as well
as by media format (print media, television, radio, pure online media and news agency).
15News agencies are based on a Business-to-Business model (they sell news to other media outlets), not on
a Business-to-Consumer model. We provide more details on the specifics of the AFP in our companion paper,
Cage´ et al. (2017).
16We do not consider news aggregators and curators, however, nor do we investigate information dissemina-
tion on social media. Doing so is well beyond the scope of this paper whose focus is on original news producers.
On the effect of aggregators, see Athey and Mobius (2012); George and Hogendorn (2012, 2013); Chiou and
Tucker (2015); Calzada and Gil (2016).
17We do not study the online production of videos and photos. Analyzing the propagation of photos and
videos online require different technical tools and algorithms than those we develop here and will be the topic
of future research.
18The drop in the number of documents we observe in July is due to a combination of two factors. First, fewer
journalists work in July and so less information is produced due to the summer vacation. Second, because of a
heatwave, a number of servers broke down at the INA in July; as this happened during the summer vacation,
it took more time than usual to fix them and we (unfortunately) lost a number of documents.
19Online Appendix Figure F.4 plots the distribution of the length of the articles. For the reader to have
in mind an order of magnitude, opinion pieces by Paul Krugman in the New York Times are around 4,000
characters long.
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In the rest of this section, we review the algorithms we develop to study the production
and propagation of information online. In Section D, we illustrate these different algorithms
by taking the example of a specific news event.
2.2 Event detection
Event detection algorithm Using the set of documents previously described, we perform
an event detection algorithm to detect media events. This category of algorithm is often
refered to as Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) in the computer science community. These
algorithms are based on natural language processing methods. The goal of online topic de-
tection is to organize a constantly arriving stream of news articles by the events they discuss.
The algorithms place all the documents into appropriate and coherent clusters. Consistency
is ensured both at the temporal and the semantic levels. As a result, each cluster provided by
the algorithm covers the same topic (event) and only that topic. Following Allan et al. (2005)
who have experienced their TDT system in a real world situation, we adopt the following
implementation:
1. Each document is described by a semantic vector which takes into account both the
headline and the text.20 A semantic vector represents the relative importance of each
word of the document compared to the full dataset. A standard scheme is TF-IDF.21 As
in most of natural language processing methods, we first pre-process our documents by
removing very common words (called stop words) and applying a stemming algorithm
so as to keep only the stem of the words. We also apply a multiplicative factor of five
to the words of the title as they are supposed to describe well the event, resulting in an
overweigth in the global vector describing the document.
2. The documents are then clustered in a bottom-up fashion to form the events based on
their semantic similarity. The similarity between two documents is given by the distance
between their two semantic vectors. As these vectors lie in a very high dimensional
space, it is well known that the angle between the vector is a good measure for assessing
similarity. We thus use the cosine similarity measure (Salton et al., 1975).
3. This iterative agglomerative clustering algorithm is stopped when the distance between
documents reaches a given threshold. We have determined this threshold empirically
20Vectorization is an embedding technique which aims to project any similarity computation between two
documents. Describing documents by a semantic vector is usual in the computer science literature nowadays.
But, to the extent of our knowledge, it is an improvement compared to what has been done until now in the
economic literature, e.g. Franceschelli (2011) considering only proper nouns.
21Term frequency-inverse document frequency, a numerical statistic intended to reflect how important a
word is to a document in a corpus. The TF-IDF value increases proportionally to the number of times a word
appears in the document, but is offset by the frequency of the word in the corpus. We describe more formally
the TF-IDF weight in the online Appendix B.2.
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based on manually created media events.
4. A cluster is finalized if it does not receive any new document for a given period of time.
We use a one-day window.22
Finally, to ensure consistency, we only keep the events with documents from at least two
different media outlets, and with more than 10 documents in our preferred specification. In
Section 5, we relax this condition and investigate the extent to which it affects our main
results.
Performance of the algorithm This event detection algorithm can be compared to other
detection systems by its ability to put all the stories in a single event together. To ensure the
performance of our algorithm, we perform two robustness checks.23
We test the quality of the algorithm by running it on a standard benchmark dataset: the
Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) Pilot Study Corpus. The TDT dataset contains events
that have been created “manually”: the goal is to compare the performance of the algorithm
with the one of humans.24 We find that the performance of our algorithm is as good as the
one of the state-of-the-art algorithms. In particular, our implementation has performances
that clearly outperform the best online algorithm of Allan et al. (1998).25
Note also that we find that the main parameter of our implementation, the distance
threshold on semantic similarity, is the same for this English test corpus and our corpus of
French news articles. This is very reassuring as to the quality of our algorithm. In particular,
it ensures that the news events that are detected by our algorithm are as close as possible to
what a human would be able to do.
As an additional robustness check, we compare our events to those obtained by the Europe
22Events can last more than one day. But if during a 24-hour period of time no document is placed within
the cluster, then the cluster is closed. Any new document published after this time interval becomes the seed
of a new event cluster.
23We have also looked at the GDELT project (https://www.gdeltproject.org/) that extracts events from news
articles. Two important things need to be highlighted. First, for the year 2013, the GDELT’s coverage of the
French news media is very low (e.g. their dataset only includes 3 articles from 20 Minutes, 2 from Challenges,
22 from Europe1, 10 from France Info, etc.). Furthermore, the GDELT project uses a very different definition
of what a news event is; their focus is on the identification of the people involved in the news event, and on
the categorization of the events in a given taxonomy. Hence, they define each news event based on only one
article from which they extract the people involved, the location of the event, etc. On the contrary, we define
events from the clustering of multiple news articles dealing with the same topic. This allows us to study news
propagation and identify copy online; such an analysis could not be performed with the GDELT’s data whose
aim is different. Hence, the GDELT’s dataset cannot be used to assess our results or the quality of our event
detection algorithm.
24The goal of the TDT initiative is to investigate the state of the art in finding and following events in a
stream of news stories (see e.g. Allan et al., 1998). To test the performance of our algorithm on the English
corpus, we slightly adapt it. There is indeed no similar test corpus in French. More details are provided in the
online Appendix Section B.2.
25We provide details of the statistical measures of the performance of the algorithm in the online Appendix
Section B.2.
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Figure 2: Daily distribution of the number of events
Media Monitor (EMM) NewsExplorer.26 The EMM NewsExplorer provides on a daily basis
the top 19 stories of the day. With our event detection algorithm, we match 92% of the stories
in their sample.
2.3 News events
We obtain a total number of 24, 502 news events. Events can last more than one day; on
average, they last 41 hours (we provide more details below on the length of the events; note
that what we define here as the length of an event is the length of the event coverage – the time
interval between the first and the last article covering the event – not the length of the actual
event). The average number of documents per event is 34 and, on average, 15 media outlets
refer to an event (online Appendix Table E.3). There are 178 events per day on average, with
67 new events beginning every day. These events are roughly equally distributed during the
year. Figure 2 plots the total number of events per day, as well as the number of new events.
Out of the 2, 493, 360 documents in the dataset, 829, 578 (33%) are classified in events (for
26The EMM NewsExplorer is an initiative of the European Commission Research Centre.
http://emm.newsexplorer.eu/NewsExplorer/home/fr/latest.html
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a daily plot of this ratio, see Figure F.5 in the online Appendix). The remaining 67% of the
documents are not classified in events. Note however that the classified documents represent,
in terms of characters, 40.1% of the total content produced in 2013. Classified documents are
indeed longer on average (online Appendix Table E.1). Note moreover that relaxing the “10
documents condition” to define an event increases the share of articles classified in events (we
then classify 48% of the articles in events, and these articles represent more than 54% of the
total content), but does not affect our main results (Section 5).
The fact that we leave out as much as 50 to 60% of the total online content as unclassified
documents (depending on the specification) is clearly an important limitation of our analysis.
At the same time, we should stress that unclassified documents raise a number of special
issues, and that most of them can be considered as relatively less central from the viewpoint
of information production and diffusion.
In particular, unclassified documents come mostly from local daily newspapers (while
local newspapers represent 57% of the documents in our dataset, they account for 68% of
the unclassified documents). By construction, these are documents that are not followed by
other documents on the same issue, and many of them deal with extremely local issues. Local
newspapers indeed cover very local “events” that are not covered either by other local outlets
(whose market differs) nor by national outlets.27 While more than 50% of the documents
published by national newspapers, radio, TV and the AFP are classified in events, less than
27% of those published by local newspapers are (see online Appendix Figure F.6 for a plot of
these ratios).
A manual inspection of unclassified documents published in local newspapers shows that
a large proportion of them deals with extremely local issues (and relatively ”uninteresting”
issues, at least from the viewpoint of our study), including the food menu served in local
school canteens, the obituary section or the local weather. We feel that leaving them out of
our event analysis is not a major problem.
Furthermore, these unclassified documents are much less popular in terms of social me-
dia audience. Online Appendix Table E.2 presents statistical differences between the articles
classified and not classified in events: on average, documents that are not classified have
approximately twice as less Facebook and Twitter shares than those that are classified (Face-
book and Twitter shares data is described in details in Section 2.7 below). These differences
are statistically significant at the one-percent level and not driven by outliers.
Other unclassified documents either correspond to one-off reports or to what Schudson
(2015) calls “contextual reporting”.28 These articles tend to be relatively long. E.g. on
27Remember that the algorithm defining our events relies on the assumption that for a news story to exist,
at least two different media outlets should cover it.
28“The journalist’s work is less to record the views of key actors in political events and more to analyze and
explain them with a voice of his or her own.” Fink and Schudson (2014) classify news articles into five possible
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November 20th, 2013, the national daily newspaper Le Monde published a 14,968 character-
long article revisiting the Rey-Maupin affair (“Retour sur l’affaire Rey-Maupin : les tueurs
de la Nation”). Florence Rey and Audry Maupin were involved in a shoot-out in Paris in
October 1994 following a high speed car chase, causing the deaths of five people. Obviously,
in 2013, i.e. 9 years later, this affair is no longer a news event; but lengthy articles revisiting
affairs are a good illustration of what contextual reporting is. While on average unclassified
documents are smaller than classified documents, the variance of the distribution of their size
is higher because they tend to be either very short articles covering local events or much
longer leading articles.
Finally, unclassified documents also include editorial and opinion pieces. This last category
of unclassified document can actually matter a lot for public debate and information (and in
some media outlets attract a lot of visitors). However, we feel that these documents would
require a specific analysis. When they are published in the middle of a news sequence, these
editorial and opinion pieces will generally be classified in a news event (and so appear in our
analysis as part of the classified documents). However, a significant fraction of op-eds address
issues that are not related to a specific event.
In this paper, given that our subject of interest is the propagation of news stories online
and the importance of copying, we focus our main analysis on the 829, 578 articles classified
in our 24, 502 events.29 Table 1 provides summary statistics on these articles.30 In Cage´ et
al. (2017), when estimating the production function of news, we take into account both the
classified and unclassified documents.
Length of the events On average, events last 41 hours. Figure 3 plots the distribution of
this length. Around 10.5% of the events in our sample last less than six hours. These short
events are mainly minor news items (e.g. on February 27th, 2013 the death of a woman in
Paris poisoned by her leaking boiler, an event which was first covered by the AFP at 6:49pm
and last mentioned by the free newspaper Metro at 8:02pm).
Some longer events, lasting over multiple days, are also minor news items, often first
covered by a local newspaper before generating buzz at the national level. E.g. at 6:05am on
January 1st, 2013, Le Dauphine´ Libe´re´ wrote the story of robbers who returned the loot they
had stolen from a jewelry store along with a box of chocolates. Only two other media outlets
(Le Parisien and Direct Matin) covered the story on January 1st, while it got increasing
categories: investigative, contextual, conventional (conventional stories focus on one-time activites or actions
that have occured or will occur within 24 hours), social empathy (social empathy stories describe a person or
group of people not often covered in news stories) and other. In earlier work, Tuchman (1980) defined five
categories of news: hard, soft, spot, developing, and continuing.
29In Section 5, the number of classified articles increases to 1, 192, 598 when relaxing the “10 documents
condition” to define an event.
30Table 1 also includes summary statistics on the number of shares on Facebook and on Twitter which we
will further describe below.
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Table 1: Summary statistics: Articles (classified in events)
Mean Median sd Min Max
Content
Length (number of characters) 2,484 2,213 1,587 100 98,340
Original content (number of characters) 811 243 1,306 1 53,424
Non-original content (number of characters) 1,673 1,341 1,548 0 63,738
Originality (%) 36.3 13.9 40.0 0 100
Reactivity in hours 42.5 19.4 68.6 0 6,258
Audience
Number of shares on Facebook 65 0 968 0 240,450
Number of shares on Facebook (top coded) 37 0 137 0 1,025
Number of shares on Twitter 9 0 42 0 11,908
Number of shares on Twitter (top coded) 8 0 19 0 126
Obs 829,578
Notes: The table gives summary statistics. Year is 2013. Variables are values for the articles classified in
events. The observations are at the article level. The “Number of shares on Facebook (top coded)” variable is
the number of shares on Facebook variable where we code the values in the 99th percentile at the bottom value
of the percentile. Similarly, the “Number of shares on Twitter (top coded)” variable is the number of shares
on Twitter variable where we code the values in the 99th percentile at the bottom value of the percentile.
Variables are described in more details in the text.
coverage on January 2nd after an article published on the website of the radio RTL. Finally,
this event was last mentioned on January 3rd on France Te´le´vision’s website.
In some cases, the length of the media coverage is due to the nature of the event, e.g.
when there is a revelation followed by a refutation. On January 30th, 2013, at 10:12am,
Le Monde published an article claiming that Coca-Cola had removed its advertising from
France Te´le´vision after the airing of a “critical” documentary. This event was covered by 11
media outlets on January 30th and 31st before France Te´le´vision’s refutation denying any
advertising boycott by Coca-Cola (the denial was reported by the free newspaper 20 Minutes
on February 1st).
Hence we cannot infer the nature of an event directly from its length. While the length of
the coverage sometimes reflects the actual length of the event, it may also simply stem from
editorial choices of media outlets. In Section 2.5, we resort to manual coding to improve our
understanding of the specific nature of the different events in our sample.
Topic of the events We classify the events according to their topic. In order to do so,
we rely on the metadata associated with the AFP dispatches included in the event. There
is at least one AFP dispatch in nearly 95% of our events (we do not define the topic of the
remaining events).
The AFP uses the 17 IPTC classes to classify its dispatches.31 These top-level media
31More precisely, to define the subject, the AFP uses URI, available as QCodes, designing IPTC media topics
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topics are: (i) Arts, culture and entertainment; (ii) Crime, law and justice; (iii) Disaster and
accidents; (iv) Economy, business and finance; (v) Education; (vi) Environment; (vii) Health;
(viii) Human interest; (ix) Labour; (x) Lifestyle and leisure; (xi) Politics; (xii) Religion and
belief; (xiii) Science and technology; (xiv) Society; (xv) Sport; (xvi) Conflicts, war and peace;
and (xvii) Weather. For 95% of the events it covers, the AFP also provides information on
sub-categories (e.g. “crime” is a sub-category of “Crime, law and justice”, and “agriculture” a
sub-category of “Economy, business and finance”). An event can be associated with more than
one top-level media topic (8, 428 events in our dataset are). E.g. when on January 1, 2013,
the US Senate passed a compromise bill to eliminate the fiscal cliff, this event was classified
by the AFP both in the “Economy, business and finance” category (with a sub-category
“macroeconomy”) and in the “Politics” category (with a sub-category “government”).
Figure 4 plots the share of events associated with each media topic (given that some events
are associated with more than one topic, the sum of the shares is higher than 100%). Nearly
one third of the events are about “Politics”, 29% about “Economy, business and finance” and
around 23% about “Crime, law and justice”. “Sport” comes fourth, appearing in 13% of the
events. The other topics like “Weather”, “Education” or “Science and technology” have much
less importance. This does not mean that there is no article related to these topics, but that
these topics are not associated with events.
We then trace the timeline of each story and study news propagation.
2.4 Timeline and plagiarism detection
Timeline More precisely, for each event, we order the documents depending on the timing
of their publication, determine the media outlet that breaks out the story, and then rank the
other outlets. Using the publication time, we also document how long it takes each media
outlet to cover the story.
The fact that a media outlet is talking about a story does not necessarily mean that it
is providing original reporting on that story, however. We thus study how much each media
outlet contributes to a story. To measure this contribution, we develop a plagiarism detection
algorithm in order to quantify the original content in each document compared to the content
of all the documents published earlier in the event.
Plagiarism detection algorithm The plagiarism detection algorithm tracks efficiently
identical portions of text between documents.32 For each document, we determine the portions
(the IPTC is the International Press Telecommunications Council). These topics are defined more precisely in
the online Appendix (Section B.5).
32Technically, the algorithm is based on hashing techniques of n-grams (the n-grams consist in sets of n
consecutive words, we use 5-grams) and a threshold on the minimal length of a shared text portion to consider
there is a copy (we use 100 characters). We use an hashing-based technique to save processing times (see e.g.
Stein, 2007). For more details, see online Appendix B.3. We focus on exact (verbatim) copying only.
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the IPTC media topics described in the text and defined in the online Appendix. Because some events are
associated with more than one topic, the sum of the shares is higher than 100%.
Figure 4: Share of events associated with each media topic
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of text that are identical to content previously published by all the documents out earlier in
the event, and isolate the original content in the document. The originality rate of a document
is defined as the share of the document’s content (in number of characters) that is original.
Moreover, we trace back each portion of text to its first occurrence in the event. It allows
us to determine for each document the number of times it is copied and the share of the
document which is ultimately copied.
2.5 Exclusive vs. non-exclusive news events
In the case of a government press release giving rise to a number of articles, the first media
outlet covering the story cannot be considered a news breaker providing exclusive news. We
may also overestimate verbatim copying by attributing the release to the first media outlet
and counting as copy the reproduction of the release by other outlets. To deal with this issue,
we code manually all the news stories in our sample to isolate the stories that are the results
of a piece of original reporting by (at least) one outlet.33 We call these stories exclusive news
events. The remaining stories are either non-exclusive news events or short news items with
multiple witnesses.
To distinguish between these three types of news events, we investigate the nature of the
information issuer. More precisely, we define as non-exclusive news events those news events
where the original information can be considered to be in the public domain, and was not
produced by the media outlet itself. This includes news events where the information issuer is
the government, the police, companies or non-governmental organizations, as well as cultural
and sport events. In the online Appendix Section C, we provide more details on the different
kind of information issuers and additional descriptive statistics.
We then define two categories of exclusive news events: investigative stories and (non-
investigative) reporting stories. Investigative stories are stories for which the news originates
from “the revelation of new facts” that someone wants to keep secret by the media outlet
(Hamilton, 2016)34. These stories involve substantial in-depth reporting, whereby media
outlets are playing watchdog. (Non-investigative) reporting stories are stories for which the
news originates from the presentation of facts by the media outlet, but with limited in-depth
reporting. Typically, these are facts that nobody tries to hide and which a media outlet
decides to present to the public. In other words, what distinguishes both types of stories is
the amount of in-depth expository reporting involved. E.g. the NSA spying scandal revealed
by Le Monde on October 21, 2013 and described in online Appendix Section D is an example
of an investigative story. On the contrary, we classify as a (non-investigative) reporting story
33To ensure consistency, all the stories have been coded twice, by two different Research Assistants. The
classification of the stories for which the Research Assistants disagree to begin with has then been discussed
at length by the authors.
34“Investigative reporting involves original work, about substantive issues, that someone wants to keep secret.”
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a series of articles on Chinese couples divorcing to avoid property tax or an event dealing with
a Japanese man’s vacations on Syrian front lines.
Finally we define short news items with multiple witnesses as our third category. These
are news events for which there are multiple witnesses: e.g. a public protest; a murder in
public space; a terrorist attack; a plane crash.35 The journalists may not be the first to report
the story – e.g. due to breaking news alerts on social media – but they are the first to provide
“reliable” information on the story.
We find that non-exclusive news events represent around 84% of the events, as illustrated
in Figure 5. Short news items with multiple witnesses account for 9.2% of the events, and
exclusive news events for 6.6%. The average size of the documents included in the events
varies with the nature of the news events, however. In the online Appendix Table E.4, we
show that on average documents classified in exclusive news events tend to be longer (around
3, 000 characters) than documents classified in non-exclusive news events (2, 500) or in news
events with multiple witnesses (2, 400), and that this difference is statistically significant.
Finally, only 1.4% of the events in our sample can be considered as investigative stories.
While this number may seem low, it is in fact in line with previous findings in the literature.
E.g. examining a sample of front-page stories at the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, the New
York Times, and the Washington Post, Fink and Schudson (2014) find that investigative
reports only represent 1% of the stories in 2003. In a content analysis of over 33,000 stories
aired between 1998 and 2001 on 154 local television stations, Rosenstiel et al. (2007) show
that station-initiated investigations accounted for 0.62% of all political stories and 1.10% of
nonpolitical stories.36
2.6 Citation detection
Do media outlets obey the formal procedures for citing and crediting when they copy? To
answer this question, we finally develop an algorithm to detect media citations in the doc-
uments. Citations are references to a news organization as the source of the information,
e.g. “as revealed by Le Monde”. In particular, we distinguish when a media is referred to
as the source of the information from when the information is about the media outlet itself
(e.g. appointment, take over,...) This algorithm is described in details in the online Appendix
Section B.4.
In every document in our sample, we identify all the citations to media outlets as the
source of the information. It is indeed not unusual to have references to more than one
media in a document, e.g. when a scoop is revealed by a media outlet and commentated by
a politician on the website of another outlet, or when a scoop is revealed by a media outlet
35We include weather-related events in this category (but they only represent .6% of the events).
36These two examples are described in details in Hamilton (2016).
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Notes: The figure plots the share of the news events classified in each category depending on their nature:
exclusive news events, non-exclusive news events, and short news items with multiple witnesses. Exclusive
news events can be either investigative stories or (non-investigative) reporting stories. The classification of the
news events and the definition of the categories are described in details in the text.
Figure 5: Share of the events depending on the information issuer
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and gives rise to an AFP dispatch reproduced by other outlets. We study citation patterns
in Section 3.3.
2.7 Audience data
Lastly, we collect audience data that we merge with the content data.
Daily-level audience data First, we measure online audience for the media outlets in
our sample using data from the OJD (the French press organization whose aim is to certify
circulation and audience data): for a subset of websites – 58 out of the 85 media outlets in
our sample37 –, we have information on the number of unique visitors, the number of visits
and the number of page views.38 This information is available at the daily level. The average
daily number of page views is around 1.6 million. Table 2 provides summary statistics for
these variables. Data sources are described in details in the online Appendix.
Facebook shares Furthermore, we collect information on the number of times each article
has been shared on Facebook. We do so by using the Facebook Graph API (Application
Programming Interface) which is the tool developed by Facebook to let external applications
retrieve information about the number of shares of each article (using the URL of the articles).
We provide more details on how we use the Facebook Graph API in the online Appendix
Section B.7.
We obtain information on this variable for all the documents in our sample, to the excep-
tion of the articles published by the AFP that are not available online to the general audience.
On average, articles are shared 65 times on Facebook; however, half of the articles are not
shared. The distribution of the number of Facebook shares is skewed to the right (the stan-
dard deviation is equal to 968 and the maximum is 240, 450 while the 99th percentile is “only”
1, 025). We discuss below a number of empirical strategies to deal with this issue. In Table
1 we present summary statistics for this variable using both the raw data and a top-coded
version of the Facebook shares variable where we code the values in the 99th percentile at the
bottom value of the percentile.
If the data on the number of Facebook shares is useful for us to have a proxy for the
“popularity” of each article, it also suffers from a number of caveats. In particular, Facebook
shares do not directly reflect consumer demand since they are filtered through the Facebook
News Feed algorithm. Hence we collect social media statistics at the article level from an
additional source, namely Twitter.
37The AFP being based on a Business-to-Business model, it does not deliver news to individual consumers
on its website.
38Websites whose audience is very small are not monitored by the OJD.
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Table 2: Summary statistics: Media outlets
Mean Median sd Min Max
Online audience (daily)
Number of unique visitors 247,349 107,856 382,574 3,689 2,031,580
Number of visits 339,097 156,735 542,470 4,650 2,945,172
Number of pages views 1,617,616 647,576 2,956,979 12,203 15,203,845
Audience share 1.66 0.72 2.57 0.02 13.65
Facebook (annual)
Total number of shares 1,137,580 309,176 2,190,098 1,066 13,459,510
Twitter (annual)
Total number of direct tweets 138,648 27,188 343,000 0 2,464,651
Total number of direct tweets 3,627 577 8,792 0 58,507
Content (nb of characters) (annual)
Total content not classified 32,202,326 14,746,971 114,804,997 425,989 1,064,234,304
Total content classified 19,762,077 11,709,107 23,725,294 1,114 101,030,320
Total original content 6,574,005 3,852,751 7,527,736 1,114 31,837,022
Total non-original content 13,188,071 6,715,187 19,675,283 0 76,895,000
Number of breaking news 125 54 185 0 1,052
Observations 85
Notes: The table gives summary statistics. Year is 2013. Variables are values for media outlets (excepting
the AFP). The observations are at the media outlet/day level for the online audience statistics (first four rows)
at the media outlet/year level for the total number of Facebook shares and the content data.
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Twitter As opposed to Facebook, Twitter does not provide a specific API to measure the
popularity of given web pages on the social media. However, the Twitter Search API gives
access to tweets containing specified keywords, as long as they were published in the past
seven days. We use this feature to collect, for each article, all the tweets containing the
article’s URL and thereby obtain information on the number of times articles are shared on
Twitter. We provide more details on the procedure we follow in the online Appendix Section
B.8.
For each article, we have eight different measures of the number of times it its “shared” on
Twitter, as illustrated in the online Appendix Figure B.3: (i) the number of direct tweets; (ii)
the number of direct retweets; (iii) the number of direct likes; (iv) the number of direct replies;
and then computing the statistics on the retweets and the replies (v) the indirect number of
tweets; (vi) the indirect number of retweets; (vii) the indirect number of replies; and (viii) the
indirect number of likes. Obviously, all these different measures are very strongly correlated,
as shown in the online Appendix Table B.1. For the sake of simplicity, in our preferred
specification, we consider an aggregate measure of the number of shares. More precisely, for
each article, the total number of times it is shared on Twitter is defined as the sum of the
values for these eight measures.
Note to finish that there is a positive relationship between the number of shares on Face-
book and the number of shares on Twitter thus defined, as illustrated in the online Appendix
Figure F.7.
The algorithms described in this Section are illustrated in the online Appendix Section D
with the example of a news event.
3 Empirical analysis
3.1 The speed of news dissemination
In this Section, we study the speed of news dissemination online.39 We construct the typical
timeline of a news story. More precisely, we investigate how fast news is delivered to readers
of different media outlets after being published first on the website of the news breaker.40
Studying the speed of news dissemination is of interest because the commercial value of
a news may depend on how long a news media retains exclusive use of it. We first study the
time interval between the publication of the first document covering a story and the second
39In the online Appendix Section H, we provide additional evidence on the temporal pattern of news publi-
cation.
40Unfortunately, we do not have information on when the actual news event takes place; the only information
we have is the exact time at which the event is reported for the first time by a media outlet in our sample,
and then we know the exact publication time of all the articles related to this event until the last media outlet
reports on it.
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one. We find that on average, it takes 172 minutes for some information published by a media
outlet to be published on the website of another outlet. But this average masks considerable
heterogeneity. In half of the cases, it takes less than 22 minutes, of which less than 224 seconds
in 25% of the cases and less than 5 seconds in 10% of the cases.
Table 3 reports the average reaction time depending on the oﬄine format of the news
breaker. If the news agency (AFP) is the first media outlet to publish some information
(which is the case for half of the events), then the reaction time is shorter. When the AFP is
the news breaker, we find that the second media outlet covers it after 117 minutes on average,
but after only 10 minutes in half of the cases and in 1 second or less in 5% of the cases. This
rapidity comes from the fact that media outlets receive the news directly from the AFP; they
don’t have to monitor it the way they monitor what is published on their competitors’ website.
Furthermore, a number of media outlets have automatized the posting of prepackaged AFP
content. In other words, AFP content of their choice is automatically integrated into their
website.
We find that the reaction time is the highest when the news breaker is a pure online media.
Even if demonstrating this lies beyond the scope of this article, a possible explanation is that
pure online media may suffer from a lower reputation. Hence legacy media may want to wait
for multiple sources before covering an event broken by these new media.
An alternative hypothesis is that the news provided by pure online media are of less
interest and/or are of lower quality. Hence, other media outlets might be less interested in
publishing the corresponding news stories, and additionally might monitor pure online media
to a lesser extent.
We also investigate how the reaction time varies depending on the nature of the news
events. We show that the reaction time is the shortest for non-exclusive news events and
the longest for exclusive news events, and that the differences are statistically significant.41
Finally, in the online Appendix Section H.3, we provide some additional evidence on the
profile of the news events.
3.2 The importance of copying online
We now turn to an estimation of the originality of the articles published online in 2013. This is
a key question because the high reactivity of the media we just discussed may actually come
from the use of plagiarism, and the use of plagiarism may negatively affect newsgathering
incentives.
41In the online Appendix sub-Section H.2, we document how the reaction time varies with the publication
time of the breaking news.
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Table 3: Reaction time
(a) Depending on the oﬄine format of the news breaker
Mean sd Median Min Max Obs
Reaction time (in minutes) 172 362 22 0 2,674 24,502
If news breaker is
Print media 238 393 69 0 2,674 7,687
Television 226 397 51 0 2,222 1,210
Radio 228 391 66 0 2,402 1,040
Pure online media 406 499 183 0 2,164 518
News agency 117 317 10 0 2,624 13,887
(b) Depending on the nature of the news event
Differences
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Non-exclusive Exclusive Mult wit Non-exc vs. Exc Non-exc vs. Mult Exc vs. Mult
mean/sd mean/sd mean/sd b/t b/t b/t
168.9 197.2 163.8 28.3∗∗∗ -5.0 33.3∗∗
(361.2) (381.3) (339.3) (2.7) (-0.5) (2.5)
Obs 16,415 1,290 1,538 17,705 17,953 2,828
Notes: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. The tables give summary statistics for the reaction time (in minutes). The
upper table 3a presents the results for all the events in our sample, as well as depending on the oﬄine format of the
news breaker. The bottom table 3b provides the reaction time depending on the nature of the news event. Column 1
presents the results for non-exclusive news events. Column 2 presents the results for exclusive news events. Column 3
presents the results for short news items with multiple witnesses. In columns 4 to 6, we perform a t-test on the equality
of means respectively for non-exclusive versus exclusive news events, non-exclusive versus short news items with multiple
witnesses, and exclusive versus short news items with multiple witnesses (robust standard errors are in parentheses).
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Originality rate We first use our plagiarism detection algorithm to determine for each
document the portions of text that are identical to content previously published by all the
documents out earlier in the event, and isolate the original content in the document. By
definition, the originality of the first article in the event is 100%.
On average, the originality rate of the documents classified in events is equal to 36%.42 In
Figure 6a, we plot the distribution of the originality rate. The distribution is bimodal with
one peak for the articles with less than 1% of original content (nearly 17% of the documents)
and another peak for the 100%-original articles (nearly 22% of the documents). The median
is 14%. In other words, to the exception of the documents which are entirely original, the
articles published within events consist mainly of verbatim copying: 55.2% of the articles
classified in events have less than 20% originality.
We study how the originality varies with the nature of the news event. Figure 6b plots the
Kernel density estimates. We find that articles published in non-exclusive news events tend to
have a lower originality rate. This is not surprising (and reassuring as to our manual coding
of the events): non-exclusive news events are indeed events derived from information that is
in the public domain (e.g. a government press release) and media outlets tend to reproduce
this information as it is.
In the online Appendix, we further document how the originality rate varies depending on
the characteristics of the articles. In particular, online Appendix Figure F.8a illustrates how
the average originality rate varies depending on the document length: short articles tend to
rely less on copy than longer ones. Regarding the oﬄine format of the source, we also find
that pure online media tend to be on average more original than other media outlets (online
Appendix Figure F.8b). Note however that pure online media only account for 3% of the
documents in our dataset.43
Where does the copied content come from? We trace back each identical portion
of text to its first occurrence in the event. Hence, for each document, we determine: (i)
the original content, (ii) the number of documents copied (including documents published
by the media outlet itself), and (iii) for each document copied, the number of characters
copied. (Obviously, if a media outlet reproduces content that has already been published by
more than one outlet previously in the event, we cannot determine from which document the
copying outlet has actually copied the content. It might indeed not have reproduced it from
the original content provider. However, assuming that media outlets copy content from its
42Given that documents are of different lengths, we also compute the ratio of original content in the dataset
over the total content. We find that the share of original content is equal to 32.6%. In other words, nearly
70% of online information production is copy-and-paste. This finding is consistent with the results obtained
by Boczkowski (2010) who highlights the rise of homogeneization in the production of news stories online by
two Argentinean newspapers.
43Moreover, only 25% of the pure online media documents are classified in events.
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Figure 6: Originality rate
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first occurrence seems to be the most sensible assumption.) Table 4 presents the results. We
find that, on average, documents include content from 3.9 documents previously published in
the event.
Internal vs. external copying Verbatim copying can be either “internal” or “external”.
A media outlet can indeed copy and paste content from documents it has itself previously
published (in particular when it is updating previous versions of the same article, for example
adding new elements). Conditional on publishing at least one document related to the event,
half of the media outlets publish at least 3 documents in the event, 2 when we exclude the
AFP.44
We find that out of the 829, 578 documents classified in events, 607, 367 (73.2%) present
at least some external copy. On average, documents include content from 3.3 documents
previously published in the event by competing media outlets. If we sum up the external
copied content, we obtain an external copy rate of 50.8% (72.6% conditional on copying).
Excluding the AFP When considering the returns to originality, one needs to distinguish
between content copied from the AFP (the news agency) and content copied from other media
outlets. All the media outlets that are clients of the AFP are indeed allowed to reproduce
the AFP content in its entirety, and the business model of the news agency is based on the
reproduction of its content by other media outlets. We show that on average, documents
include content from 1.9 documents published by competing media outlets other than the
AFP. If we exclude content copied from the AFP, we find that the average external copy rate
is 16.3% (28% conditional on copying).
Share of the original story that is copied Finally, we compute the share of each doc-
ument which is copied. On average, we find that each document is copied by 3.9 documents
published later in the event, 3.3 if we exclude internal verbatim copying. If we focus on exter-
nal verbatim copying and sum up the portions of the documents that are at least reproduced
by one external media outlet, we find that on average the share of a document that is copied
is equal to 9.6%.
The majority of the documents are not copied, however. If we restrict our analysis to
copied documents, we obtain that the share of a document that is copied by at least one
external media outlet is 21.2% on average. If, as before, we exclude documents published by
the AFP, we find that this share is equal to 10.4%.
This share varies strongly depending on the publication rank of the document. Online
Appendix Figure F.9 plots the average share of a document that is copied by at least one
44The AFP publication strategy is characteristic of the work of news agencies which consists in publishing
first short dispatches and then by supplementing them with more details during the day.
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external media outlet depending on the publication rank of the document. We find that for
breaking news documents (documents that are first published within the event), this share
is above 60%, 25% when we exclude documents published by the AFP. It then decreases to
nearly 25% (12%) for the second document and converge rapidly to around 5%.
Finally, we investigate whether the share of the original story that is copied varies depend-
ing on the nature of the news events. We show that the share of the breaking news document
that is copied is higher for exclusive news events, at 67.4%.
3.3 Credit and citation patterns
In France, under certain conditions, media outlets are allowed to reproduce content originally
published by their competitors, but the “right to quote” is subject to the mention of the
source. In this Section, we study the extent to which the occurrences of verbatim copying
we identified above come with acknowledgment. In other words, we analyze whether media
outlets tend to name the outlets they copy.
We perform this analysis at the event level. For each document presenting at least some
external verbatim copying, we investigate whether it refers to the media outlet(s) it copies as
the source of the information. Table 5 summarizes the main results. We find that documents
mention (at least one of) the competing media outlet(s) they copy as the source of the in-
formation in 32.5% of the cases. Moreover, if we exclude verbatim copying from documents
published by the AFP, the probability of crediting decreases to 3.5%.
When a media outlet reproduces content from multiple documents, it may choose only to
refer to the competitor whose document it copies the most. We study the extent to which
this is the case, and find that documents refer to media outlets whose document they copy
the most in 26.3% of cases. However, if we exclude all cases where the most copied media is
the AFP, we show that this probability drops to 3.8%.
In Figure 7, we plot the share of the documents crediting the copied media depending on
the copy rate. We do so both including and excluding the AFP as a copied media. We find
that not only do media outlets hardly name the media they copy, but that their propensity
to do so scarcely increases with the extent of copying. Once the AFP is excluded as a copied
media, the share of crediting documents is always below 5%. If we also consider documents
copied from the AFP, we show that this share increases from 4% to 28% with the importance
of copying. Why do media outlets tend to credit the AFP more than the other outlets? Most
probably because they are not competing directly with the AFP.
Rather than referring to the outlets they copy as the source of the information, media
outlets may choose simply to credit the breaking news outlet. We find that they do so in only
25.1% of the cases, 8.8% when the breaking news outlet is not the AFP. Finally, we show that
the media refer more to the breaking news outlet when the news event is exclusive: 27.3% of
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the outlets refer to the breaking news outlet as the source of the information in this case.
4 Online audience and the returns to originality
Do original news producers nonetheless benefit from their investment in newsgathering? Rep-
utation can provide one way to understand why media invest in information production
(Gentzkow and Shapiro, 2008). In this section, we investigate the relationship between the
production of original information and the audience of the websites. We provide tentative
estimates of the returns to originality.
4.1 Originality and news use across social media platforms: article-level
estimation
Unfortunately, our main dataset does not include article-level information on the number
of visitors, but only aggregated information on web traffic at the daily level for the media
outlets (all articles combined). This is an important limitation of our dataset that we are
well-aware off. We first attempt to overcome it by using alternative article-level information
that we collect from two different social media, namely Facebook and Twitter. We will then
use an additional dataset to relate article-level Facebook and Twitter shares and article-level
numbers of views.
4.1.1 Number of Facebook shares
First, we use article-level data to investigate how the number of times an article is shared
on Facebook varies with its originality and reactivity.45 Given that the distribution of the
number of Facebook shares is right-skewed, we perform a log-linear estimation. Equation 1
describes our preferred identification equation (the observations are at the article level):
Facebook sharesaedn = α + Z
′
aednβ + λe + γn + δd + aedn (1)
where a index the article, n the media, e the event and d the publication date of the article
(an event can last more than one day), and we use the log of the dependent variable.46
45We have also investigated how online audience varies with the number of breaking news using daily audience
data, and estimating a model with outlet and day fixed effects (the observations were at the media outlet-day
level). We found that a one-percent increase in the production of original content leads to a .018% increase in
the number of unique visitors, and that breaking at least one news story during the day increases the number
of unique visitors by 1.4%. Results are available upon demand.
46More precisely, because the number of Facebook shares can take a value of zero, we use the log of
(1 + Facebook shares).
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Z
′
aedn is a vector that includes the characteristics of the article a published by media n on
date d and included in the event e. λe, γn and δd denote fixed effects for event, media outlet
and date, respectively. In other words, we use within media outlet-event-date variation for
the estimation. Standard errors are clustered by event.
The vector of explanatory variables includes (i) the publication rank of the article (the rank
of the breaking news article is equal to 1, it is equal to 2 for the article published next in the
event, then to 3,...); (ii) the reaction time (which is equal to 0 for the breaking news article and
then is a measure of the time interval between the publication time of the considered article
and that of the breaking news article); (iii) the originality rate of the article (in percentage:
the variable varies from 0 to 100%); (iv) the length of the article (total number of characters
in thousand); (vi) the original content (also in number of thousand characters); and (vii) the
non-original content. Regarding the rank and reactivity measures, we are expecting a negative
sign for the estimated coefficients: by construction, the higher the reaction time, the longer
it takes the media to cover the event (similarly for the publication rank). In contrast, we are
expecting a positive sign for our measures of originality (the originality rate and the original
content).
Table 6 presents the results. Regarding the originality, we find that a thousand increase in
the number of original characters leads to a 22% increase in the number of Facebook shares.
If we rather consider the originality rate, we show that a 50 percentage point increase in the
originality rate of an article (e.g. moving from an article with no original content to an article
with 50% originality) leads to a 39% increase in the number of Facebook shares. If we now
turn to the reactivity, we find that both the publication rank and the reaction time matter.
The effect is economically small, however: an increase by one in the publication rank leads to
a 0.05% decrease in the number of shares on Facebook. Each event is covered on average by
34 articles: moving from being the breaking news article to being the last article covering an
event leads to a 1.7% percentage point decrease in the number of times the article is shared on
Facebook. Finally, taking 41 hours (which is about the average length of an event) to cover
an event rather than writing about it from the beginning decreases the number of Facebook
shares by around 9.4%.
In the online Appendix Table E.5, we present the results of the estimations when we use
the number of times an article is viewed (using the Facebook approach detailed below) rather
than the number of Facebook shares as a dependent variable. The signs of the coefficients are
consistent with those we obtain in Table 6. In terms of magnitude, a thousand increase in
the number of original characters leads to a 23% increase in the number of times this article
is viewed.
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Figure 8: Facebook shares and originality rate
Robustness In order to take into account nonlinear effects, we define 20 categorical vari-
ables depending on the originality rate of the articles (less than 5%; between 5% and 10%;...;
between 95% and 100%). We then estimate equation (1) using as independent variables these
dummies rather than the continuous originality rate measure. Figure 8 plots the estimates of
the coefficients from the specification (articles with an originality rate lower than 5% are the
omitted category). The results show that the number of times an article is shared on Facebook
increases continuously with the originality rate of the article. Articles whose originality rate
is between 25% and 40% receive twice as many shares on Facebook than articles for which it
is below 5%.
Equation (1) uses the publication rank of the article as a measure of reactivity. However,
different news events exhibit a different number of articles; hence a publication rank of 10
means something different for a news event with 10 or 100 articles. To deal with this issue, we
run a robustness check where rather than using the absolute rank of the articles in the event,
we use their percentile rank (with 20 quantile categories). Online Appendix Table E.6 presents
the results: moving from the 5th to the 10th percentile rank of the publication distribution
35
decreases the number of times an article is shared on Facebook by 0.62 to 0.66% depending on
the specification. Moreover, the effect is statistically significant at the one-percent level, and
the coefficients on the different measures of originality are unchanged. However, when we use
the percentile instead of the absolute publication rank, the negative effect of the reaction time
disappears. Hence, all the effect of the reaction time seems to be captured by the publication
rank.
Finally, as an alternative strategy to deal with the skewness of the Facebook shares variable
distribution, we top code the extreme values of the variable. More specifically, we attribute
to all the values above the 99th percentile a value equal to the bottom threshold of the 99th
percentile. We then perform a linear estimation. Online Appendix Table E.7 presents the
results which are consistent with the ones we obtain when performing the log-linear estimation.
E.g., we show that a one-thousand increase in the number of original characters leads to 12
additional shares of the article on Facebook (the effect is statistically significant at the one-
percent level).
4.1.2 Number of Twitter shares
As a measure of the returns of original news production, the number of times an article is
shared on Facebook suffers from a number of caveats, in particular the fact that this number
is partially filtered through the Facebook News Feed algorithm. While we cannot directly
correct for this filtering, we show that our findings are robust to the use of other proxies
for individual readers’ demand, namely the number of shares on Twitter. Table 7 presents
the results of the estimation of equation (1) where rather than considering the number of
Facebook shares as the dependent variable, we use the number of shares on Twitter.
The results we obtain are consistent with the findings of Table 6. On the one hand, social
media audience increases with the number of original characters: a thousand increase in the
number of original characters leads to a 11% increase in the number of Tweets. If we rather
consider the originality rate, a 50 percentage point increase in the originality rate of an article
leads to a 16% increase in the number of Tweets. Moreover, as before, both the publication
time and the publication rank matter regarding reactivity. E.g., an increase by one in the
publication rank leads to a 0.2% decrease in the number of shares on Twitter.47
No more than the number of shares of Facebook, the number of Tweets is a perfect
measure of the audience of an article. However, the consistent findings we obtain by using
both measures seem to reveal the fact that consumers favor original content and reactivity.
In Section 4.2 below, we combine social media and audience statistics to build an audience-
weighted measure of the importance of original content.
47Furthermore, when we use the number of Tweets as a dependent variable, the statistical significance of
the reaction time variable remains when we control for the percentile rather than for the absolute publication
rank of the article (online Appendix Table E.8).
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4.1.3 Discussion
How can one rationalize the positive relationship between originality and news consumption as
proxied by the number of shares on social media? Our favorite explanation is that consumers
may favor originality. Moreover, as we will see below, this partly happens through a long-term
reputation effect: overall in 2013, media outlets with a larger fraction of original content tend
to receive more audience. But other channels may be at play. First, it is important to keep in
mind that, as highlighted for example by Boczkowski and Mitchelstein (2013), consumption
choices are “often made at the story level” (p.9). Hence, independently of the reputation of
a given media, consumers willing to learn about a news event may decide to read the most
original piece, for example simply because this is the first article published within an event
(and so the first they are given to see).
However, the originality of an article matters even when we control for its publication rank,
meaning that, for a given publication rank (or reaction time), consumers do value originality
per se. This may be partly due to the way search engines work. E.g., while the exact algorithm
behind Google News is not public, it is well known that Google uses “freshness” and original
content as a ranking signal.48
4.2 Social media statistics and number of views
4.2.1 Evidence from Le Monde’s data
In this section, we document the relationship between the number of times an article is viewed
and the number of times it is shared on Facebook. This is of particular importance for us given
that our approach in the next section uses this relationship to compute number of views per
article statistics.49 To understand the mapping between article views and number of Facebook
shares, we use data from the French daily newspaper Le Monde. More precisely, we obtained
access to data on the number of views for each article published by Le Monde between April
and August 2017, as well as the URL of the articles. We use the URL to compute as before the
number of shares on Facebook. On average, during this time period, each Le Monde’s article
is viewed by 19, 656 unique visitors and shared 1, 015 times on Facebook (but the distribution
of the number of shares is right-skewed; the median is 161).
Figure 9 plots the relationship between the number of views and the number of shares on
48See e.g. “Google News: the secret sauce”, published by Frederic Filloux in The Guardian on Monday 25
February 2013, and “An inside look at Google’s news-ranking algorithm”, by Jaikumar Vijayan, Computer-
world, February 21, 2013. In 2011, Google published online a newsletter to webmasters, “More guidance on
building high-quality sites”. According to this newsletter, one of the questions webmasters should ask them-
selves is the following: “does the article provide original content or information, original reporting, original
research, or original analysis?”.
49A number of articles in the literature simply assume that exposure is proportional to Facebook shares (see
e.g. Allcott and Gentzkow, 2017). However, such an assumption can be questioned and this is why we made
the choice here to document empirically this relationship.
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Facebook at the article level for the 17, 314 articles published by Le Monde between April
and August 2017 (sub-Figure 9a). Specifically, we characterize the joint distribution of the
number of Facebook shares and the number of unique visitors at the daily level, and use a
rank-rank specification with 20 quantile categories. We find that the relationship between the
number of views and the number of shares is almost perfectly linear. A 10 percentile point
increase in the number of Facebook shares is associated with a 7.3 percentile point increase
in the number of views on average. Hence, for each article a published by the media n on a
given date d, we can use its Facebook rank (PFBadn) to compute its rank in the number of
visitors distribution (PV adn). This relationship can be summarized with only two parameters:
a slope and an intercept.
Given that in our main dataset we only have aggregated information on the total audience
at the daily level for each media outlet, the second step consists in investigating the average
number of visitors in each rank of the number of visitors distribution. For each article a pub-
lished by media n on date d, we normalize its number of visitors (Vadn) by the average number
of visitors received by the articles published by the media outlet on this given date (Vdn). We
call this ratio Radn (Radn =
Vadn
Vdn
). We then compute the average value of this ratio (Radn) for
each rank of the distribution. Figure 9b shows the results. We then approximate the relation-
ship between the rank in the number of visitors distribution (PV adn) and the average number
of visitors (as a multiple of the mean number of daily visitors) by a polynomial of degree six
(so as to obtain the best possible fit). We also use alternative non-linear specifications and
show that this has a limited impact on our main results (see below).
4.2.2 Article-level estimation of the audience
As we already highlighted, we do not have information in our main dataset on the number of
article-level visitors. To offset this downside of our data, we develop a number of strategies
combining information on the daily number of page views (equivalently of the number of
articles read) with our social media statistics (the number of Facebook shares and the number
of Tweets) available at the article level. This allows us to obtain an article-level estimation
of the audience.
Naive (media-level) approach From the content data, we know on a daily basis the total
number of articles published by each media outlet. If, on a given day, all the articles published
on the website of an outlet were “equally successful”, then to obtain the number of views per
article we would just have to divide the total number of page views by the number of articles
published (naive approach). This is the first approach we follow.
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Notes: The Figure investigates the relationship between the number of unique visitors and the number of
Facebook shares, using article-level information from the national daily newspaper Le Monde. The data includes
all the articles published by Le Monde between April and August 2017 (17, 314 articles). In the upper Figure
9a, we plot the relationship between the articles’ Facebook shares’ percentile rank and the average value of the
visitors percentile rank (error bars in red represent the 95% confidence interval). The slope of this relationship
is equal to 0.73. In the bottom Figure 9b, we plot the relationship between the rank in the number of visitors
distribution and the average number of visitors as a multiple of the mean number of daily visitors (error bars
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visitors when this relationship is approximated by a polynomial of degree six.
Figure 9: Relationship between the number of Unique visitors and the number Facebook
shares, using article-level information from the national daily newspaper Le Monde, April-
August 2017 40
Social media approach, assuming linear relationship All the articles are not equally
successful, however. We use the information on the number of Facebook shares (respectively
on the number of Tweets) to obtain a less naive measure of the audience of each article. More
precisely, we compute for each media/day the total number of Facebook shares (total number
of Tweets) and then attribute a number of views to each article as a function of its relative
number of shares on Facebook (relative number of Tweets). We do it both by using the raw
number of Facebook shares (of Tweets) and the top-coded version of the variable.
Obviously, this approach is also imperfect: e.g. even those articles that are not shared on
Facebook (on Twitter) may nonetheless attract some views. Moreover, this approach relies on
the assumption that the relationship between the number of shares on Facebook (on Twitter)
and the number of article views is linear.
Social media approach, using estimates from Le Monde (rank-rank approach)
Finally, we use the estimated parameters from Le Monde’s article-level data (described in
Section 4.2.1 just above) to approximate the number of views of each article. For the sake of
robustness, we use two different methodologies: a rank-rank approach and a blinder approach
simply regressing the share of the total number of daily views represented by each article on
its share of the total number of Facebook shares.
The rank-rank approach relies on the findings described above (Section 4.2.1). First, for
each article, we compute its rank in the Facebook shares distribution (PFBadn) and then use
the estimated coefficients from Le Monde (slope equal to 0.73 and intercept equal to 14.20) to
impute its rank in the number of visitors distribution (P̂V adn). Then, from the total number
of views received by the media outlet n on date d, we estimate the number of views of each
article by using the parameters obtained when estimating the following relationship using Le
Monde’s data: Radn = α+β1PV adn+β2P
2
V adn+β3P
3
V adn+β4P
4
V adn+β5P
5
V adn+β6P
6
V adn+adn.
Doing so, we obtain an estimated value of the number of views received by each article.
Social media approach, using estimates from Le Monde (non-linear shares-shares
approach) As an alternative non-linear strategy, still using Le Monde’s data, we perform
the following estimation:
Share Visitsadn = δ + γ1Share Facebookadn + γ2Share Facebook
2
adn + γ3Share Facebook
3
adn
+ γ4Share Facebook
4
adn + γ5Share Facebook
5
adn + γ6Share Facebook
6
adn + adn
where Share Visitsadn is the share of the total views received by media n on date d represented
by article a, and Share Facebookadn is similarly the share of the total number of Facebook
shares received by media n on date d represented by article a. We use the estimated parameters
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to compute in our main dataset the number of views received by each article from the number
of times it has been shared on Facebook.
4.3 An audience-weighted measure of the importance of original content
Finally, we compute the audience-weighted share of original content in the dataset defined as:
∑
a
original contenta ∗ number of viewsa∑
a
original contenta ∗ number of viewsa +
∑
a
non-original contenta ∗ number of viewsa
where a index the articles. We do so by using our different measures of the number of views.
Figure 10 presents the results. First, for the sake of comparison, we compute the share of
original content in the dataset. This share is equal to 33.5%.50 Regardless of the methodology
we use to compute article-level number of views, we find that the audience-weighted share of
original content is higher than the actual share of original content in the dataset.
The audience-weighted share of original content varies from 46% when we use the naive
approach (attributing to all the articles published by a media outlet on a given date the same
number of views) to 62% when we allocate the number of views as a function of the number
of shares on Facebook. It is important to highlight that the magnitude of our effect only
slightly varies depending on the different methodologies: e.g. the audience-weighted share
of original content is equal to 56.6% when we attribute the number of views assuming a
linear relationship with the number of Tweets and to 56.4% when we rely on the parameters
estimated from Le Monde’s data. In other words, the relative consumption of original content
online is always higher than its relative production, and the magnitude of the effect is fairly
similar for our different specifications.
4.4 The returns to originality
The key question this paper attempts to address is the following: what fraction of the returns
to original news content production is appropriated by the original news producers? Although
our data sources do not allow us to fully address this question, our results can be used to
provide some orders of magnitude.
Our basic result is that only 33% of the online content is original. Every time an original
piece of content is published on the Internet, it is actually published three times: once by
the original producer, and twice by media outlets who simply copy-and-paste this original
50We only consider here the articles for which we have audience data, and in particular we drop the AFP.
If we were to consider all the articles, then the share of original content in the dataset is equal to 32.6%. The
difference with the average originality rate of the articles – 36.3% – comes from the fact that articles are of
different length).
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Notes: The Figure reports the audience-weighted share of original content we obtain using our different
approaches to compute article-level number of views. The first bar (“In the dataset”) simply reports the share
of original content in the dataset (with no weight). The second bar (“Naive (media-level) approach”) reports
the share of original content we obtain when we attribute to all the articles published by a media outlet on
a given date the same number of views. To compute the third bar (“Weighted by Facebook”), we attribute
number of views to articles assuming a linear relationship between the number of Facebook shares and the
number of article views. The fourth bar (“Wght by Facebook (top coded)”) relies on the same methodology
but the Facebook shares variable is top coded. The fifth (“Weighted by Twitter”) and sixth (“Wght by Twitter
(top coded)”) bars are computed similarly than the third and fourth bars, except that we use the number of
shares on Twitter rather than on Facebook. To compute the number of views at the article level, the seventh
bar (“Rank-Rank (Le Monde)”) relies on the parameters obtained from the analysis of the joint distribution
of the number of Facebook shares and the number of visitors using Le Monde’s data (April-August 2017).
Finally, the eighth bar (“Non-linear (Le Monde)”) also uses Le Monde’s data but relies on the parameters
obtained when regressing the share of the total number of visits represented by each article on its share of
the total number of Facebook shares (using a polynomial of degree six). The different methodologies used are
described in details in the text.
Figure 10: The audience-weighted share of original content
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content. In case Internet audience was distributed randomly on the different websites and
on the original and copied version of the articles, this result would imply that the original
producer captures only 33% of the audience and of the economic returns to original news
production (which as a first approximation can be assumed to be proportional to audience,
e.g. via online advertising revenues, on which we unfortunately do not have direct data51),
and that the copiers capture up to 67% of the returns.
However, as we have just shown, audience is not randomly distributed on the Internet.
First, if we weight content by media-level audience shares (using the naive approach), we find
that original content represents 46% of online news consumption. This reflects the fact that
media outlets with a larger fraction of original content tend to receive more audience.
Most importantly, if we weight content by media-level audience shares and article-level
Facebook shares or article-level number of Tweets, we find that the original content represents
between 53.8% and 62% of online news consumption, depending on the approach chosen. I.e.
within a given media outlet, the articles that get more views (as approximated by the number
of shares on social media) are those with more original content. In effect, thanks to reputation
effects, the audience share of original content jumps from 33.5% to between 53.8 and 62%,
which also means that about 30 (20 points out of 67) to 42% (28 points out of 67) of the
copyright violation problem is effectively addressed by reputation mechanisms and viewer
behavior.52
As a robustness check on this estimation of the returns to originality, we perform the same
analysis but after having dropped all the content copied from the AFP (given the business
model of the AFP is a different one – we also drop all the AFP dispatches). More precisely,
we define the total content of an article as its content minus the content reproduced from the
AFP, and the original content of an article as its content minus the content reproduced from
the AFP and the content reproduced from other media outlets (excluding itself). Doing so,
we find that on average documents are 1, 355 characters long (compared to 2, 062 characters
when content copied from the AFP is included). We also obtain that 69% of the online
content is original; higher originality is not surprising given that we have showed that media
outlets mainly rely on content copied from the AFP. What about the relative consumption
51Media outlets’ advertising revenues can be split in two parts: their oﬄine revenues and their online revenues.
While we were able to collect information on aggregate advertising revenues received by each media outlets in
2013, to the extent of our knowledge, there exist no data allowing us to isolate the share of advertising from
online audience.
52We obtain a similar result in terms of magnitude if we compute the originality rate excluding internal
copy, i.e. a media outlet copying content from an article it has itself previously published in the event (online
Appendix Figure F.10). Considering internal copy as original content, the share of original content in our
dataset is 37.4% (when as before we focus on the media outlets for which we have audience data). If we weight
this content by media-level audience shares and article-level Facebook shares or article-level number of Tweets,
this share jumps to 57.1 to 65.5% depending on the specification (50.5% when we use the naive approach.)
In other words, the share of the copyright violation problem which is solved by reputation mechanisms and
viewer behavior is still equal to about 31 to 45% (20 to 28 points out of 62) depending on the specifications.
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of original content? We obtain that the audience-weighted share of original content is equal
to 78.8% when we use the naive approach, and to between 81 and 83.7% when we allocate
the number of views as a function of the number of shares on social media (online Appendix
F.11). Hence, despite the lower magnitude of the copyright violation problem – two third of
the returns captured by the original information producer, one third by the copiers once copy
from the AFP is excluded from the analysis –, the reputation mechanism still solves about 38
to 46% of this problem (11.7 to 14.4 points out of 31).
Of course, this conclusion requires that the media outlets realize this and allocate their
effort and journalist time accordingly. In case media outlets only took into account media-
level audience, and did not realize that more original articles generate more audience, then
they would misallocate some of their resources (i.e. more time in copying-and-pasting and
less time in investigation and original content production).
We should also stress that our computations might underestimate the extent of copy-
ing. This might arise first because our plagiarism detection algorithm is not perfect – it
captures only exact verbatim copying but not rewording –, and next because the copied seg-
ments of a given article might be the most “valuable” and original segments (something we
cannot fully measure). On the other hand, we might also underestimate the magnitude of
the reputation effects. I.e. Internet viewers might well find ways to detect original articles
(and discard copying-and-pasting) other than Facebook shares, e.g. via their own appraisal,
friends, privately accessible social networks or other devices. Our estimates of the extent to
which producers are able to capture the returns to original news production should be viewed
as provisional and imperfect, and should be improved in the future. But at least they show
that reputation mechanisms and the demand side of the market for online news need to be
taken into account when studying the impact of copyright violation on the incentives for news
production.
5 Robustness checks
In this Section, we perform a number of robustness checks. In particular, we relax the “10
documents condition” previously used to define a media event. We investigate how this affects
the evidence regarding the propagation of online news, as well as our findings regarding original
content and news consumption.
Not surprisingly, the total number of media events identified by the algorithm strongly
increases when we relax this condition. We obtain a total number of 112, 891 news events.
Out of the 2, 493, 360 articles in our dataset, 1, 192, 598, i.e. 48%, are classified in the events
thus defined. Classified documents represent 54.2% of the total content produced in 2013.
If the documents classified in the events thus defined are indeed on average smaller than
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when the 10 documents conditions is imposed – 2, 335 characters long compared to 2, 484 –
they are nonetheless longer than the documents that are not classified (1, 812 characters on
average) (online Appendix Table G.1). Unclassified documents mostly come from local daily
newspapers which account for nearly 77% of the unclassified documents (while remember that
those newspapers represent 57% of the documents in our dataset) (online Appendix Figure
G.1).
When we relax the 10 documents condition, the events are much shorter (they last less
than 21 hours on average, compared to 41.4 when the condition is imposed) and comprise
on average a lower number of documents (online Appendix Table G.2). As before, they are
mainly about “politics” and “economy, business and finance” (online Appendix Figure G.2).
If the “crime, law and justice” category is still in third place, it is associated with less than
14% of the events, and “sport” does nearly as well as “crime”.53
Regarding the 1, 192, 598 documents classified in the events, their originality rate is equal
on average to 43.2% (online Appendix Table G.3). This rate is nearly 6 percentage points
higher than when we impose that events should contain at least 10 documents. Figure 11
plots the distribution of the originality rate: as before, it appears clearly that this distribution
is bimodal, with one peak for the articles with less than 1% of original content (nearly 15%
of the documents) and another peak for the 100%-original articles. The later, with 30% of
the documents, is higher than when we impose the condition. Note however that even when
this condition is relaxed, nearly 50% of the articles classified have less than 20% originality.
In other words, our finding regarding the importance of copying online is robust to this
alternative definition of media events.
If we now turn to the ratio of original content in the dataset over the total content, it
is equal to nearly 39%. Are our findings on consumers’ taste for original content robust to
this alternative definition of events? We follow exactly the same empirical strategy as before,
using the different approaches defined above to compute article-level number of views and
estimate the audience-weighted share of original content. Figure 12 shows the results. As
before, it appears clearly that the audience-weighted share of original content (which varies
between 58.3 and 67.1% depending on the specification) is much higher than the production
of original content. Doing the same simple calculation as above, we obtain that 32 to 46% of
the copyright violation problem is solved thanks to reputation effects.
Finally, we re-estimate equation (1) using the dataset where we relax the “10 documents
condition” to define a media event. Table 8 presents the main results, with the effects on the
number of Facebook shares reported in Columns 1 and 2, and the effect on the number of
53Note however that, as we highlighted it above, we rely on the metadata associated with the AFP dispatches
included in the events to define the topic of each event. Yet, when we relax the minimum number of 10
documents per event condition, the share of events including at least one AFP dispatch decreases from 95%
to 63.4%. Hence, the statistics presented in the online Appendix Figure G.2 are computed for only 63% of the
events. For the remaining 37%, we have no information on their topic.
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Notes: The figure plots the distribution of the originality rate (with bins equal to one percent). Events are
defined without imposing a minimum number of documents per event.
Figure 11: Originality rate: Relaxing the “10 documents condition”
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Notes: The Figure reports the audience-weighted share of original content we obtain using our different
approaches to compute article-level number of views. Compared to Figure 10, events here are defined without
imposing a minimum number of documents per event. The first bar (“In the dataset”) simply reports the share
of original content in the dataset (with no weight). The second bar (“Naive (media-level) approach”) reports
the share of original content we obtain when we attribute to all the articles published by a media outlet on
a given date the same number of views. To compute the third bar (“Weighted by Facebook”), we attribute
number of views to articles assuming a linear relationship between the number of Facebook shares and the
number of article views. The fourth bar (“Wght by Facebook (top coded)”) relies on the same methodology
but the Facebook shares variable is top coded. The fifth (“Weighted by Twitter”) and sixth (“Wght by Twitter
(top coded)”) bars are computed similarly than the third and fourth bars, except that we use the number of
shares on Twitter rather than on Facebook. To compute the number of views at the article level, the seventh
bar (“Rank-Rank (Le Monde)”) relies on the parameters obtained from the analysis of the joint distribution
of the number of Facebook shares and the number of visitors using Le Monde’s data (April-August 2017).
Finally, the eighth bar (“Non-linear (Le Monde)”) also uses Le Monde’s data but relies on the parameters
obtained when regressing the share of the total number of visits represented by each article on its share of
the total number of Facebook shares (using a polynomial of degree six). The different methodologies used are
described in details in the text.
Figure 12: The audience-weighted share of original content, Relaxing the 10 documents con-
dition
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Table 8: Article-level analysis: Number of Facebook & of Twitter shares (log-linear estima-
tion), Relaxing the 10 documents condition
Facebook shares Tweets
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Publication rank -0.0005∗∗∗ -0.0004∗∗∗ -0.0001∗∗∗ -0.0001∗∗∗
(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0000)
Reaction time (in hours) -0.0006 -0.0005 -0.0026∗∗∗ -0.0027∗∗∗
(0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0003) (0.0003)
Originality rate (%) 0.0064∗∗∗ 0.0029∗∗∗
(0.0001) (0.0000)
Length (thsd ch) 0.0922∗∗∗ 0.0591∗∗∗
(0.0026) (0.0013)
Original content (thsd ch) 0.1910∗∗∗ 0.0985∗∗∗
(0.0034) (0.0019)
Non-original content (thsd ch) -0.0338∗∗∗ 0.0073∗∗∗
(0.0024) (0.0014)
Media outlets FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Date FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Event FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
R-sq 0.54 0.54 0.63 0.63
Adjusted R-sq 0.48 0.48 0.58 0.58
Observations 947,721 947,721 936,907 936,907
Clusters (event) 112,891 112,891 112,886 112,886
Notes: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. The dependent variable is the log of the number of times an article
is shared on Facebook in Columns 1 and 2 an the log of the number of times an article is shared on Twitter
in Columns 3 and 4. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered by event. Models are estimated using OLS
estimations. The unit of observation is an article. All the estimations include media outlets, date, and event
fixed effects. Variables are described in more details in the text. “(thsd ch)” stands for “thousand characters”.
Tweets reported in Columns 3 and 4. As before, the dependent variable is in log and all the
estimations include media outlets, date, and event fixed effects. While both the number of
observations and the number of events differ compared to the estimations presented in Tables
6 and 7, the coefficients we obtain for each of the explanatory variables of interest are of the
same order of magnitude. For example, we find that a thousand increase in the number of
original characters leads to a 21% increase in the number of shares on Facebook and a 10.6%
increase in the number of shares on Twitter.
Hence, the main findings of this paper do not depend on the threshold we impose regarding
the number of articles to define an event. While changing this threshold by construction affects
the number of events and the share of articles in the dataset that are classified in events, our
main results on the one hand regarding the importance of copying online, and on the other
hand regarding consumers’ taste for originality and the role played by reputation mechanisms,
are robust to this alternative approach.
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6 Conclusion
This paper documents the extent of copying online and estimates the returns to originality in
online news production. It uses a unique dataset covering the online production of information
of the universe of French news media during the year 2013 and develops a number of algorithms
which could be of use in the future to other researchers studying media content. We investigate
the speed of news dissemination and distinguish between original information production and
copy-and-paste. We find that less than 33% of the online news content is original.
This scale of copying online might help rationalize the observed drop in media companies’
employment of journalists in recent years, raising growing concern about the industry’s ability
to produce high-quality information (see e.g. Angelucci and Cage´, 2016). In case online
audience was distributed randomly, our results would imply that the original news producers
capture only one third of the economic returns to the original news content they provide.
However, we show that reputation mechanisms and the behavior of Internet viewers allow to
mitigate a significant part of this plagiarism problem. We indeed find that original content
represents up to 58% of online news consumption, and that reputation mechanisms actually
appear to solve about 40% of these newsgathering incentives issues.
Of course, greater intellectual property protection could also play a role in reducing copy-
right violation and raising the incentives for original news production, and we certainly do
not mean to downplay the extent of this problem. In 2010, the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) in the United States issued a discussion paper outlining the enactment of “Federal Hot
News Legislation” as a proposal aimed at reinventing journalism and addressing newspapers’
revenue problems. But now that digital information is very easy to copy and distribute, copy-
right laws may become almost impossible to enforce.54 Furthermore, our results suggest that
in order to effectively address these issues, it is important to study reputation effects and how
viewers react to the newsgathering investment strategies of media outlets.
Finally, we think that our results – as well as the algorithms we developed for this study
– may be of use in the future to improve our understanding of “where people get their news”,
combining consumption and production data. Prat (2017) and Kennedy and Prat (2017)
have documented news consumption across platforms; a complementary strategy to estimate
media power would be to weight the influence of media companies by their supply of original
news and how much other companies rely on these news. More research is still needed, but
we hope this paper will inform the debate on concentration in media power.
54Moreover, copyright is a second-best solution to intellectual property provision.
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